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With no background knowledge of NVivo and at the early stages of my PhD, I
came to the training with some trepidation about the future direction of my
research and concerns about how to manage large quantities of qualitative
data. I left feeling excited about the project, motivated, and organised. I
have a clear plan for the future of my research and I am confident that I can
move through data collection, analysis and reporting with the support of the
software. The training was in short excellent and made the whole thing feel
so very easy. I am impressed with the software and its capabilities, but
Elizabeth also provided advice about how such capabilities could be used
effectively within the real life context of academic research. Absolutely
invaluable. Thank you!

Sue Bond-TaylorSenior Lecturer in Criminology - University of Lincoln
I thought the course was fantastic! I thought your teaching style was spot on
- you managed to make very complex things sound simple and conveyed it in a
very empowering way. You took a lot of the mystique out of Statistics - which
many people run in fear of, and gave me confidence that I could do it and
handle SPSS on my own. I feel much better equipped to do clinical research
now. In fact I am excited about doing different analyses! I think everyone
should do this course right at the start of their clinical training. I think
it would really help people get their heads around doing it the right way and
not producing poor quality work. Thanks Elizabeth.
Ms Anna-May Long FRCS MBBS BSc (Hons)Alder Hey Hospital
The course was hands-on using our own data. The training was excellent. I
very much recommend this course to all doctors.
Dr Nicholas Stuart GreavesManchester Deanery
A step-by-step practical guide through SPSS suitable for the novice and the
more practiced hand. With a refresher in statistics this is an essential
course for any individual embarking in clinical research!
ParticipantManchester Course

Thank you very much for an excellent 2 days course. You've taught me more in
2 days than I've managed in the last decade I reckon.
Dr Joe GeraghtyRoyal Liverpool Hospital
The training was excellent and directed perfectly for the cohort. Elizabeth
provided an excellent pace and method of delivery and I would recommend this
training and ask to be reminded of future course dates. A very valuable and
informative session, thankyou!
Participant on Manchester courseNovember 2011

